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Background 

Attached to this document is the evaluation report of HELCOM BALEX DELTA 2019, conducted around and 

on the island of Bornholm on 27-29 August 2019, as well as the evaluation templates. The report has been 

produced by the Exercise Evaluation Team (EET) consisting of representatives from Finland, Estonia, 

Sweden (lead) and Denmark. 

 

Action requested 

The Meeting is invited to take note of the information. 



   
 

 

BALEX Bravo and Delta 2019 
report by 

Exercise Evaluation Team (EET) 
 
This report covers both EET operational observations and EET input for HELCOM Response 
discussions on way ahead with respect to evaluation of exercises and operations.  
The report is produced by EET consisting of representatives from Finland, Estonia, Sweden (lead) and 
Denmark. Note we had additional assets from Sweden, Estonia and Finland. 
BALEX Bravo and Delta 2019 (BD2019) was organised by Denmark. BD2019 was a serialized exercise 
involving both HELCOM Parties and EMSA.  
 
Scenario and scope 
The scenario for BD2019 was a container feeder and bulk carrier that due to bad weather collided 
northeast of the Danish island of Bornholm. The incident led to leaking chemical barrels and one of 
the ships leaking oil (HFO). The pollution endangered the environment and socio-economic values on 
Bornholm and led to both at sea response operations and shoreline response operations. 
The shoreline response was a national exercise and was only partly linked to the sea exercise. 
 
The exercise consisted of two events: 
 An alarm exercise (BALEX Bravo) held in two weeks before (Balex Delta) in August by Danish 

authorities. This alarm exercise was linked to the EMSA stress test but was in initial parts the 
same scenario as Balex Delta. 

 BALEX Delta 2019 live exercise at sea 
EET recommendation: The best practise noted this year with general objective for the exercise should 
be clearly stated and divided to national and Helcom objectives. This is also needed to guide the 
evaluation. Within the same time of the Delta exercise there could be both a serialized and free play 
exercise if the open ship part is done more efficiently. 
 
Summery 
The BALEX Bravo and Delta 2019 were well prepared and well executed; 

- during Bravo exercise there was good training with Safe sea net and CECIS tools and we got a 
good understanding about available recourses and response times 

- during Delta exercise there was distinct and edaquate division in strike teams and VHF 
channels that worked well.  

- in Delta exercise the training with EMSA equipment (Current buster/Speed sweep) did 
provide good lessons learned from equipment handover at sea 

- evaluation process took big steps forward continuing the work from the evaluation of last 
year   

 



 

 

Planning 
Prior to the exercise two planning conferences were held. Training needs were requested by the 
exercise staff prior to the initial planning conference to make sure that all nations did get the 
opportunity to train in accordance with their requirements. Due to recommendations from last 
exercise the EET was present at the planning conferences. 
EET recommendation: EET lead evaluator should be present at planning conferences and with the 
support of the evaluator appointed by organising nation prepare the evaluation task. This means the 
timing of planning conferences for upcoming BD should be clear one year in advance of the actual 
exercise. 
Implicit in this recommendation planning process should be considered as a part of the exercise and 
covered by HELCOM documentation on both evaluation and exercises. 
 
 
Portal for planning 
EET used Helcom share points for work documents. The core planners had an internal portal but used 
e-mail to other participants. This made the planning less transparent then it could have been.  
EET Recommendation: It should be considered that planning portal is available via HELCOM site. That 
would not only make it accessible for all planners, evaluators etc., but also increase the awareness of 
HELCOM and HELCOM procedures.  
 
BALEX Bravo pre-exercise and alarm exercises 
The instructions for this exercise was sent by email well advance of the exercise but was difficult to 
find when the actual exercise was started. The exercises were carried out in parallel in SafeSeaNet 
and CECIS Marine Pollution for Parties using EU systems and by e-mail for others. The exercises 
confirmed connectivity between the HELCOM Parties. There is no feedback whether all nations 
conducted the intended national consultations to provide valid answers to the request. The exercises 
also proved e-mails are still working. The alarm exercise was for the first time conducted in operative 
modes on the EU systems. There was no confusion about the status of this exercise and a lot of 
feedback was a result of this setup. The attachments to messages are difficult to communicate as 
there are different security rules. Another issue is that not all command centres have direct access to 
the systems. 
The alarm procedure was tested in Bravo with good result 
The response capability noted was that within 24 hours a spill of 5000m3 of HFO could have 
been recovered. The response time tested was realistic and good enough but the 
administrative procedure to act on a request took a long time in some countries. 
Training in Cesis and Safe Sea net in operative mode was done with important feedback.  
EET Recommendation: There is a need to execute BRAVO exercise to get answers on Alarm process, 
Response Capabilities and Response time. These goals are requested by the Helcom Manual for the 
Delta exercise. It was noted that this Bravo exercise did provide good practise and training 
opportunity. At the start of the Bravo exercise it could be good practise to send the instructions again. 
The end of the Bravo exercise should be communicated as well as the start. 
Safe Sea Net and Cesis need improvement to be a support tool that meets the operational needs.  
 
 



 

 

 
The Delta exercise 
Logistics 
There was confusion about harbour fees and that was partly a reason that one ship didn’t port and 
missed networking.  
The timing for entrance to national waters was noted in several documents and they didn’t 
correspond. The harbour plan is crucial and need to be planned with care. 
As most of the ships where inside ISPS area it was difficult to have public open ships 
EET recommendations: It should be clearly stated if harbour fees are applicable and the detailed 
timing should only be noted in the diplomatic clearance. The participants should be asked in the 
invitation if they can be part of the open ship or not. . The time for public open ship could be used for 
other purposes/exercise and public relations could be solved by a press conference or similar. It could 
be good practise if the details concerning leaving and entering port was controlled by the different 
strike team commanders. 
 
 
Exercise directives 
Delta 2019 was a serialized exercise but with a playbook that was supposed to be secret. The 
planners did not successfully keep the details about the exercise screenplay secret to all participants. 
This did make especially the HNS part confusing but was handled in a flexible way during the 
exercise. All the participants were in general playing along with good realism  
EET recommendation: The exercise documents should have a “secrecy” level more clearly stated and 
distributed by using Helcom share point so that the information could be accessed as quickly as 
possible and also be checked in a controlled manor. 
 
Exercise staff did not have a liaison officer on board SOSC. Thus exercise staff had difficulty to 
continuously keep track on SOSC considerations and activities and exercise staff were not able to 
guide the SOSC proactively to attain the desired output. Despite Exercise Staff not being on board 
SOSC units at the Hot Wash Up credited the organisers for the injects and the training value of the 
injects.  
EET recommendation: When staff functions are needed to be handed over there should more 
activities left and enough personal available on the next ship. 
Implement guidance in Helcom Manual for exercise command and control. 
For Delta exercise the Exercise STAFF should be on board SOSC vessel in order to monitor and correct 
the development of the exercise. It will be useful to have a close relation between exercise staff and 
EET in checking if the objectives are fulfilled during and before ending exercise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Incident Command and Control: 
Command and control throughout the exercise was satisfactory. As this exercise was in serial form 
the testing and training of staff functions was less than if a free play exercise should have been 
conducted. A very comprehensive exercise order was communicated but the updates were not 
always in the same format. There was some confusion about what capacity the different ships had. 
Considerable effort was put into providing relevant tasks to all participants. Based on interviews with 
participating units it seems the participants were happy, reporting to be mostly busy with relevant 
tasks. 
The HELCOM response Manual was not used as all participants only used the comprehensive exercise 
order. As an example The Helcom grid was not used as planned. 
The appointed SOSC platform managed their role well as it was a serial exercise. If this would have 
been an actual incident the SOSC would have need of more personal for endurance. Closer 
cooperation with strike team commanders and communicating earlier through them would lead to 
more realism. Situation report (SITREP) template was tested with good result and could be shared to 
a cloud. 
There was comment that it was difficult to grasp the big picture and there was unnecessary focus on 
the small amount of popcorn that was used for simulating larger volume of oil. There was some idle 
periods before and after the planned activities. 
EET recommendation: HELCOM to implement a fixed structure for status and intentions reports and 
the recommended frequency for such reports. Best practise to use email for SITREP and have 
confirmation by VHF was a success. It should have been helpful if the Helcom Manual did include the 
needed capacity data on each major ship as volume of heated tanks/towing capacity and similar 
data. 
Send/link the latest version of the Helcom manual and have references made from the exercise order.  
There should be additional tasks given in closed envelopes that could be used by the strike team 
commanders or captains when needed. In general the strike team commanders and captains should 
be encouraged to act more proactive 
 
Chemical response part of exercise (HNS) 
The parties involved had satisfactory operational cooperation. Some exercise-vice breaches to 
personal protective measures were observed. EET anticipates the need for general guidelines that 
will make the cooperation between countries more effective. It is noted that the equipment for air 
filling is ineffective as different countries have not the same connections . 

EET recommendation: There should be a clear understanding if the different serials should be 
for training or testing purposes. If there is big gaps between the different teams it is good 
practise for conducting familiarization on each other’s special equipment and capabilities 
before executing the exercise (e.g. on the day before). There is a need to have experts in 
shore staff or to consult experts in analysing the chemical datasheet before forwarding the 
information to the SOSC. 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Oil spill task 
It was several strike teams that worked with oil spill response. The EMSA equipment Speed sweep 
and Current buster was tested but not the trawl net as the ship that was supposed to have this didn’t 
port. During the exercise the equipment was used by several ships and that was appreciated. There 
was no PPE used to protect from oil fumes. Safety issues should be in focus when using new 
equipment. 
EET recommendation: Handover of equipment will test and train the ships in an efficient way but 
check that this is realistic. Safety manuals on new equipment should be in local languages 
 
 
Observers program 
The program is not evaluated by EET but the EET did use some observers to get complete coverage of 
the strike teams.  
EET recommendation: Use observers as part of the evaluators to secure that there is people in each 
strike team 
 
 
 
 
Findings related to evaluation: 
EET works on the basis of guidance provided in HELCOM Response manual volume 1. The response 
manual text could – in broad terms – be characterised as terms of reference for EET but only to very 
little extent guidance on evaluation. A common process for evaluation is required.  
As described in Helcom Response manual 1 (chapter 10) there is some objectives a Balex Delta shall 
have. Documents Exercise order Annex Papa according to latest exercise order and Evaluation 
considerations are the core guidance to evaluate this Helcom Balex exercise. These documents were 
supported by an internal evaluator plan with templates that was originated from the Bonn 
agreement (chapter 31) and put in a format close to how the Danish national police do evaluations.  

The people involved in the evaluation did use the plan to make notes during the exercise and we 
received first information report from each ship. The initial findings were discussed with the Captains 
and exercise staff during Hot washup/debriefing on the last day of exercise. 

Delta Exercise aims is to test (as described in Helcome Manual) 

1. the alarm procedure 
2. the response capability 
3. the response time  
4. and train the staff functions 
5. the co- operation between combatting units  
6. the cooperation of the combatting equipment 

  



 

 

 
EET recommendation (for HELCOM Response discussion): 
One general guidance paper on evaluation should be produced. It should be the common process for 
evaluation. The paper “Evaluation Guidance” (attached) is a Copenhagen Agreement working paper 
that is open for discussion and possible to be a joint general paper for both regional agreements. 
In a broader perspective HELCOM Response needs to confirm its’ dedication to produce the HELCOM 
Response Exercise Plan (H-REP) as the footstep for setting aims and reaching goals for HELCOM 
exercises.  
It would be helpful for internal communication and monitor the exercise to have handheld VHF 
Add train to the stated objectives and move objectives 1 to 3 to the Bravo exercise and have 
objectives 4 in both exercises. Revised evaluation templates/checklist is attached as they provide a 
possibility to standardize the process.  
 
HELCOM Response is invited to discuss the papers and its’ recommendations and provide guidance 
for way ahead and priorities. 
 
EET leader  
Johan Genestig 
Swedish Coast Guard 
 
Attachments: 
Evaluator plan Bravo and Delta version 3 with templates 
“Evaluation Considerations” working paper 
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Evaluation plan for internal BRAVO Exercise use 

General setting of the EET work 
Documents Exercise Evaluation Annex and Evaluation considerations are the fundamental guidance to evaluate Helcom Balex exercises. This 
document will provide the guidance to internal work of the EET. It is the Helcom cooperation that is in main focus in this evaluation. 

The aim of this evaluation is to check if the aims of the exercise goals are met. 
Exercise aims are to train and test  

1. the alarm procedure 
2. the response capability 
3. the response time  

 
Resources 
The EET shall be included in the planning for the exercise. The scenario with playbook shall be defined in unity with exercise staff. 
The Team Leader shall be on watch and act as POC during all exercise hours.  
 

Placement 
Position   Name Telephone E-mail Location during Balex Bravo 
Team leader Last host     Exercise staff 
Host nation       at national command center  
Next host       at national command center  
Additional resources from observers/national POC to cover all national command centers is helpful but otherwise a webinquiry is crucial to get 
feedback 
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Schedule 
Balex Bravo is needed to get answers on possible resources & response time.  Two weeks before Delta 
Final preparations of EET by e-mail/phone    week before Bravo  
EET members should be present or supervise their national staff   Bravo conduction 
Webinquiry to be sent      Bravo conduction 
EET hot washup      After the Bravo conduction by phone 
 
Videomeeting to present status on evaluation within EET  2 weeks after Delta exercise 
EET Workshop to make final report    1 month from Delta exercise 
Present result at next Helcom Response group meeting 
Communicate the result to other regional agreement groups 
 

Communication during exercise between EET members 
Phone/SMS 
 

EET Documentation/Report 
The templates in this document shall be used.  
Webinquiries will be sent to participants in close connection to the exercise Bravo. 
All documents and pictures shall be stored Helcom exercise platform/share point 
Workspace EET BALEX BRAVO/DELTA YYYY at HELCOM Meeting Portal: 
https://portal.helcom.fi/workspaces/EET%BALEX%BRAVO&DELTA%YYYY/default.aspx . Please sign in with your regular Meeting Portal 
username and password. In case of any problems, please don’t hesitate to contact the Secretariat 
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In the templates there are several questions and remarks. To value these there is a need set a cross in the green, yellow or red box: 

 Working fine 

 Possible to enhance 

 Need development 

 
When You cross the green area there is not requested to comment but please note Best Practises or other things that worked very well.  
 
Lessoned identified  describes what needs to be developed or improved. Lessoned identified shall (yellow or red value) have a comment of the observation 
and if possible a suggestion on what to do to correct the issue to make it a lesson learned. 

 
Best practise describes a working method or function, that works very well and can be suggested to others. 
 
See below on example on how to fill in the template with Best Practise and lessoned fiedidinti: 

Headline Value Comment 
Incident staff supported On 
scene staff in an efficiant 
way 

 
 
X 

  Incident staff made sure that there was a updated log over decided 
actions and who was responsible for them.. 
 

Best practice: Incident staff shall appoint staffmembers that will 
insure that there is an updated list of actions during the whole 
incident with responsible party for each action. The list shall be 
displayed or communicated to the whole incident staff. 

All relevant staff members 
was present 

  
 
 
X 

 There was missing reprentation from xx that could be a support in 
solving the actions with yy. 
 
Suggestion, The incident shall have a staff mobilization checklist to 
secure that all relevant kompetenses are present at the staff. 

 
If there is other subject, that need to be evaluates that are not included in the templates You can note this in the section with ”More comments or observations”. 

If not otherwise stated the templates are general för shore and sea. 
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1. Test and train the alarm procedure BALEX BRAVO 
- Noted by/Location................................................................................................................................................. 
 

 Comment or suggestion Value 

Name of the incident     

Was adequate information available to the lead 
agency on the initial situation? 

    

Did the initial alert and notification process work 
quickly and effectively? 

    

Was support tools as SSN or CESIS used efficiently?  

Was the Helcom response plan used?  

Was the Helcom response plan up to date?  

Were satellite images requested?     

Comments/additional information: 
 

Main assessment results identified (lessons identified/best practise ): 
 

Formaterad tabell
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2. Test and train the response capability BALEX BRAVO 
- Noted by/Location.....................................................................................................................................  

 Comment or suggestion STATUS/ 
Prio 

Was the Helcom response plan useful to get the needed 
resources? 

 

Was EMSA assistance requested?     

Was international assistance requested from non-HELCOM states     

Was the request sufficiently detailed, and easy to understand 
and interpret? 

    

Were there significant delays in the reply to the assistance 
request? 

    

Did the assistance offered meet the stated objectives?     

Were the alert contact details correct in the HELCOM Manual?     

Comments/additional information:    

Main assessment results identified (lessons identified/best practise ):    

Formaterad tabell
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3. Test and train the response time BRAVO 
 - Noted by/Location......................................................................................................... 
 

 Comment/suggestion Status/prio 

Were actions to stop the spill of oil (shutdown, 

stabilising vessel, emergency towing, emergency 
lightering etc.) taken quickly enough? 

    

Was the response conducted according to the 

Helcom response plan? 

    

Was the first aerial surveillance flight planned  
quickly? 

    

Were response resources (equipment and 
personnel) mobilised quickly after receiving the 
alert? 

    

Was the overall choice of response strategy/ies 
(confining/mechanical recovery/monitoring 
/shoreline clean-up) made quickly? 

    

Were there any waiting during exercise that was 
unnecessary? 

    

Comments/additional information:    

Main assessment results identified (lessons identified/best practise ):    

Formaterad tabell
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4. Test and train the staff functions BALEX BRAVO 
 

 - Noted by/Location.................................................................................................... 
 

 Comment/suggestion Status/Prio 

Were risks and possible scenarios evaluated and 
defined ? 

    

Was spill amount and type identified ?     

Were available resources divided to efficient 
Striketeams ? 

    

Was there coordination between sea and shore 
response ? 

    

Was access to local meteorological and 
oceanographic data available? 

    

Was it possible to run the oil spill model on the 
input that was available? 

    

Were roles and responsibilities for response 
defined? 

    

Did the national routines for sending assistance 
work ? 

    

Was there sufficient record keeping?     

Was there adequate cooperation between the 
responsible party (e.g. exercise staff) and the 
national authorities in charge of the response 
operations? 
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Did handover of staff function work efficient  
(if applicable)? 

    

Did the nations/organisations report on regular 
intervals to the requesting nation 

    

Did each unit get good overall situational 
awareness of the incident and actions carried out 
during the whole conduction of the exercise 

    

Were the decisions regularly reviewed and re-
evaluated? 

    

Were sea safety zones or restrictions established 
in the surrounding sea area? 

    

Was a formal assessment conducted (e.g. post-
hoc Environmental Impact Assessment, Natural 
Resource Damage Assessment)? 

    

Were there a clear understanding on the units 
different capability and endurance? 

    

Was a thorough assessment made of the health 
risks of spilled substance? 

    

Were there any problems of 
compatibility/interoperability for the available 
equipment (e.g. connecting different types of 

    

Was the combination of available equipment and 
techniques (mechanical, manual and chemical) 
appropriate for the oil type and physical state of 

    

Was a plan for logistic and cleaning of resources 
made early and efficient ? 

    

Comments/additional information:    
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Main assessment results identified (lessons identified/best practise ):    
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5. General Conclusions and Recommendations (Lessons Learned/Best practises)  
 
Noted by/Location.............................................................................................................................. 
 

 Comment/suggestion Status/prio 

Was the main objective with operation/exercise met ?     

Was the exercise efficient?     

Were there any new/atypical considerations that need 
to be taken into consideration and analysed in the 
future? 

    

What do you think should be approached differently 
next time? 

    

What are the 3 most significant findings from the 
previous sections? 

1. 
 
2. 

 
3. 

   

What investment needs have been identified?     

What training needs and for which persons/teams 
have been identified? 

    

What modifications are required to the methods in 
the Helcom response plan? 
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Evaluation method 
 

Set cross at the described method(s) below if they have been used during evaluation: 
 

___ Interview of participants for feedback 
 
___ Coaching of participants to secure training or to correct the progress of events 
 
___ part of  debriefings during exercise 
 
___ communication with other evaluators to confirm observations and opinions 
 
___ cooperation with other evaluators to spread observation/information as best practise 
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Evaluation plan for exercise BALEX DELTA internal evaluation use 

General setting of the EET work 
Documents Exercise Evaluation Annex and Evaluation considerations are the fundamental guidance to evaluate Helcom Balex exercises. This 
document will provide the guidance to internal work of the EET. It is the Helcom cooperation that is in main focus in this evaluation. 

The aim of this evaluation is to check if the aims of the exercise goals are met. 
Exercise aims are to train and test  

1. the response time 
2. and train the staff functions 
3. the cooperation between combatting units  
4. the cooperation of the combatting equipment 

Resources 
The EET shall be included in the planning for the Delta exercise. The scenario with playbook shall be defined in unity with exercise staff. 
The Team Leader of EET shall be on watch and act as POC during all exercise hours. The EET should be in uniform clothing as blue vests 
 

Placement 
Placement need to as static as possible due to that boat transports will affect exercise 
Position   Name Telephone E-mail Location during Balex Delta 
Team leader Last host     Exercise staff/SOSC 
Host nation       Strike team X 
Next host       Strike team Y 
Second next host     Vessel in distress/Strike Team Z 
Additional resources from observers is needed to cover all strike teams and/or vessel in distress 
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Schedule 
 
Balex Delta is needed to get answers on cooperation of units and equipment 
Final preparations. Check with exercise staff if any changes  At the latest the day before exercise 
Final briefing on evaluation    At the latest the evening before exercise  
Distribution of the First impression Report (FIR) templates  Captains' meeting 
Communication and status check between EET members    Noon every day during the Delta 
Exercise staff need to check with EET are goals met ?    Before ordering END exercise 
Debrief EET & Exercise staff directly after the exercise    Check if all data needed is gathered with FIR 
EET meeting before the hot washup to prepare a presentation  Morning of the last exercise day  
Presentation of EET findings at the hot washup  
EET members to make a more detailed Strike team evaluation   2 weeks after exercise  
Videomeeting to present status on evaluation within EET  2 weeks after exercise 
EET Workshop to make final report    1 month from exercise 
Present result at next Helcom Response group meeting 
Communicate the result to other regional agreement groups 
 

Communication during exercise between EET members 
Phone/SMS 
VHF or Tetra radios  

EET Documentation/Report 
The templates in this document shall be used.  
The First Impression Report is the best way to get feedback as webinquiries tend to be forgotten and get lost between crews.  
Webinquiries will be sent to participants in close connection to the exercise if needed 
All documents and pictures shall be stored Helcom exercise platform/share point 
Workspace EET BALEX BRAVO/DELTA YYYY at HELCOM Meeting Portal: 
https://portal.helcom.fi/workspaces/EET%BALEX%BRAVO&DELTA%YYYY/default.aspx . Please sign in with your regular Meeting Portal 
username and password. In case of any problems, please don’t hesitate to contact the Secretariat 
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In the templates there are several questions and remarks. To value these there is a need set a cross in the green, yellow or red box: 

 Working fine 

 Possible to enhance 

 Need development 

 
When You cross the green area there is not requested to comment but please note Best Practises or other things that worked very well.  
 
Lessoned identified  describes what needs to be developed or improved. Lessoned identified shall (yellow or red value) have a comment of the observation 
and if possible a suggestion on what to do to correct the issue to make it a lesson learned. 

 
Best practise describes a working method or function, that works very well and can be suggested to others. 
 
See below on example on how to fill in the template with Best Practise and lessoned fiedidinti: 

Headline Value Comment 
Incident staff supported On 
scene staff in an efficiant 
way 

 
 
X 

  Incident staff made sure that there was a updated log over decided 
actions and who was responsible for them.. 
 

Best practice: Incident staff shall appoint staffmembers that will 
insure that there is an updated list of actions during the whole 
incident with responsible party for each action. The list shall be 
displayed or communicated to the whole incident staff. 

All relevant staff members 
was present 

  
 
 
X 

 There was missing reprentation from xx that could be a support in 
solving the actions with yy. 
 
Suggestion, The incident shall have a staff mobilization checklist to 
secure that all relevant kompetenses are present at the staff. 

 
If there is other subject, that need to be evaluates that are not included in the templates You can note this in the section with ”More comments or observations”. 

If not otherwise stated the templates are general för shore and sea. 
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1. Test and train the response time Balex Delta 
 - Noted by/Location......................................................................................................... 
 

 Comment/suggestion Status/prio 

Were actions to stop the spill of oil (shutdown, 

stabilising vessel, emergency towing, emergency 

lightering etc.) taken quickly enough? 

    

Was the response conducted according to the 

Helcom response plan? 

    

Was the first aerial surveillance flight carried out 
quickly and by trained observers? 

    

Were response resources (equipment and 
personnel) mobilised quickly after receiving the 
alert? 

    

Was the overall choice of response strategy/ies 
(confining/mechanical recovery/monitoring 
/shoreline clean-up) made quickly? 

    

Were there any waiting during operation that was 
unnecessary? 

    

Comments/additional information:    

Main assessment results identified (lessons identified/best practise ):    
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2. Test and train the staff functions BALEX DELTA 
 

 - Noted by/Location.................................................................................................... 
 

 Comment/suggestion Status/Prio 

Were risks and possible scenarios evaluated and 
defined ? 

    

Was spill amount and type identified ?     

Were available resources divided to efficient 
Striketeams ? 

    

Did communication work well and as described in 
Helcom Resonse plan 

    

Was there coordination between sea and shore 
response ? 

    

Was remote sensing conducted regularly to verify 
the appearance and thickness of the oil? 

    

Was access to local meteorological and 
oceanographic data available? 

    

Did the oil spill model output provide a 

reasonable projection of oil location, extent and 

fate (compared to the actual situation)? 

    

Were roles and responsibilities for response 
defined ? 
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Was there sufficient record keeping?     

Was there adequate cooperation between the 
responsible party (e.g. ship owner or 
representative) and the national authorities in 
charge of the response operations? 

    

Did handover of staff function work effeciant ?     

 Did the strike teams/unit get clear task orders 
from SOSC/Strike team leader 
 

    

Did the Strike team commander/units 
acknowledge all task orders to SOSC/Strike team 
commander 

    

Were the tasks given to the strike team such that 
task was applicable to the strike team's 
capabilities 

    

 Did the members of strike teams get 
varying/complete tasks from the strike team 
commander 

    

Did the units report on regular intervals to the 
strike team commander and back ? 

    

 Did the strike team commander report in regular 
intervals to SOSC and back ? 
 

    

Were the decisions regularly reviewed and re-
evaluated? 

    

Were sea safety zones or restrictions established 
in the surrounding sea area? 
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Was a formal assessment conducted (e.g. post-
hoc Environmental Impact Assessment, Natural 
Resource Damage Assessment)? 

    

Was there an adequate flow of information 
between lead agency and media? 

    

Was a communications/Public Relations plan in 
place? 

    

Was a waste management plan in place?     

Was waste properly segregated and categorised 
(e.g. standard waste, hazardous waste)?? 

    

Was a plan for logistic and cleaning of resources 
made early and efficient ? 

    

Comments/additional information:    

Main assessment results identified (lessons identified/best practise ):    
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3. Test and train the cooperation between combatting units  
Noted by/Location.................................................................................................... 
 

 Comment/suggestion Status/ Prio 

Was the response conducted according to the Helcom response 
plan? 

 

Did those personnel involved in the response know their roles 
and responsibilities? 

 

Was there coordination between Strike team units ?     

Did handover of task between units work efficient ?     

Was remote sensing from the ships done to track the oil spill?     

Was air/water sampling undertaken?     

Was site security adequately addressed?     

Were there a clear understanding on the units different capability 
and endurance? 

    

Was a thorough assessment made of the health risks of spilled 
substance? 

    

Were health and safety aspects on board vessels monitored?     

Did the vessels apply safe working practices in accordance with 
written procedures? 

    

Was adequate personal protective equipment (PPE) available for 
all staff on board response vessels? 

    

Was there an adequate flow of information between 
aircraft/vessels/shoreline responders/central command? 

    

Was aerial support available to guide response vessels to highest 
concentrations of oil? 
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Did each unit get good overall situational awareness of the 
incident and actions carried out during the whole conduction of 
the exercise 

    

Was tasks conducted quickly and efficiently in correct 
position/grid area ? 

    

 Were the units in the strike team adequately equipped and 
skilled to carry out the given tasks 
 

    

Did enough information pass between the different technical 
teams/persons (operations, logistics, etc.)? Were SITREPs sent on 
regular intervals 

    

Was feedback/best practises of equipment communicated during 
operation 

    

Comments/additional information: 

 
 
 

   

Main assessment results identified (lessons identified/best practise ): 
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4. Test and train the cooperation of the equipment BALEX DELTA 
Noted by/Location.................................................................................................................... 
 

 Comment/suggestion Status/Prio 

 Were the communication means clear and technically 
well-functioning (VHF channels, Tetra groups, e-mail 
etc) 
 

    

Was the “spill” confined or controlled together with 
several units? 

    

Was lightering between units done efficiently and 
safely? 

    

Was mechanical recovery equipment deployed properly 
(without damage) and effectively by trained crew? 

    

Were there any problems of 
compatibility/interoperability (e.g. connecting different 
types of boom)? 

    

Was the combination of equipment and techniques 
(mechanical, manual and chemical) appropriate for the 
oil type and physical state of the oil? 

    

Was feedback/best practises of equipment 
communicated during operation 

    

Comments/additional information:     

Main assessment results identified (lessons 
identified/best practise ): 
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5. General Conclusions and Recommendations (Lessons Learned/Best practises)  
 
Noted by/Location.............................................................................................................................. 
 

 Comment/suggestion Status/prio 

Was the main objective with operation/exercise met ?     

Was the exercise efficient?     

Were there any new/atypical considerations that need 
to be taken into consideration and analysed in the 
future? 

    

What do you think should be approached differently 
next time? 

    

What are the 3 most significant findings from the 
previous sections? 

1. 
 
2. 

 
3. 

   

What investment needs have been identified?     

What training needs and for which persons/teams 
have been identified? 

    

What modifications are required to the methods in 
the Helcom response plan? 
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Evaluation method 
 

Set cross at the described method(s) below if they have been used during evaluation: 
 

___ Interview of participants for feedback 
 
___ Coaching of participants to secure training or to correct the progress of events 
 
___ part of  debriefings during exercise 
 
___ communication with other evaluators to confirm observations and opinions 
 
___ cooperation with other evaluators to spread observation/information as best practise 
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